The "Lone" Eagle and His Mate raid the stars in record-breaking flight from sea to sea: At left, Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh in the electrically heated togs which overcame the chill of 14,000 foot altitude as they established a new time mark of 14 hours 35 minutes between Los Angeles and New York. Above, the two in flight over the 2,700 mile sky lane. (\(\text{W}^{\text{w}}\)r\(\text{w}\)e photo.)

WHERE FIRE-TRAPPED CONVICTS DIED—A visualization of Ohio's prison horror at Columbus, where prisoners locked within flame-wrapped cell blocks suffered terrible death, while others released to the prison yard lurked in ghastly pandemonium with benzene, gasoline, and police. (\(\text{P}^{\text{a}}\)acific and \(\text{A}^{\text{l}t\text{a}n\text{i}t\text{e}}\) photo.)

INFERNO—Flame and smoke bursting skyward from Ohio's prison furnace. The catastrophe is reckoned as the worst in the prison annals of America. (\(\text{P}^{\text{a}}\)acific and Atlantic photo.)

THE "LONE" EAGLE AND HIS MATE said the story in record-breaking flight from sea to sea: At left, Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh in the electrically heated togs which overcame the chill of 14,000 foot altitude as they established a new time mark of 14 hours 35 minutes between Los Angeles and New York. Above, the two in flight over the 2,700 mile sky lane. (\(\text{W}^{\text{w}}\)r\(\text{w}\)e photo.)

STRIKE UP THE BAND—THE CUBS ARE HOME—Fashionable welcoming the opening of Chicago's National league season, contributed to spectacle as the Brutes met the Cardinals in their homecoming curtain raiser. The visitor? Well, the game doesn't make a baseball season.